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From Hgames WikiHoney_Select_2/Technical_Help most often asked questions and their answers, search for keywords to find your question quickly. If you can't fix your problem, visit the #hs2 Help channel on the IllusionSoft Discord server (read the messages before asking questions). Note that if you just want the game to work, it might be easiest to install an HF patch (if you use repackaging). If you
come from Honey Select 1 Honey Select 1 and Honey Select 2 have similar gameplay, with HS2 having a few more options in your room, improving the girls feel system and about 140 positions in the game. Honey Select 2 adds a better event system and the achievement system has been changed. It also has a studio to do scenes and animations. The character maker has also been improved in Honey
Select 2. The screen selection now provides a miniature item, includes a few more sliders and systems to incorporate patterns (such as stripes) into clothing and hair. Unfortunately, the sliders are different, which makes the cards incompatible in games. Chara Maker's Honey Select 2 In the technical side they are very different. The graphics are more realistic, the character models have been improved,
skins have native skin light, physics has been updated and the modding system has changed dramatically, meaning that nothing from Honey Select 1 works on Honey Select 2, no maps, scenes, clothing, items, fashion or plug-ins. Speaking of mods, the modding structure is quite different in Honey Select 2 because it uses the softmod method, as opposed to honey Select 1, which used the HardMod
method. This modding system doesn't mess around with folder games such as abdata and don't make ID conflicts at all, making HSResolveMoreSlotID obsolete. Read more on the Fashion Installation page. Modded creator characters with only basic mods and substantial plugins is much more powerful than the old one. You don't need to make a new outfit just to make the cuts or add a drawing, you can
make an overlay and it's saved with the girl's card. No need to keep digging for the correct Texture of SkinTexMod, all of them are stored in the map. Of course, everything goes with the price. Honey Pick 2 is a tough game and not all systems can run it. See the requirements on the homepage. Before you ask for help in forums or Discord If the frequently asked questions below don't solve your problem, you
should take a few steps before asking for help in Foruns or Discord or wathever. Use Forum search or Discord to keep other people in the same problem as you used to have. In Discord, read the pinned messages before asking questions (this is the icon at the top right of the help channel). Always attach the output_log.txt log file in your message/message, which is created after a problem arises. It's usually
in the game's main folder, where HoneySelect2.exe is located. Report Wich the package you're using. To find out which version is open initsettings.exe and look in the bottom right corner. Be accurate and informative about your problem. Describe the symptoms of symptoms or the error is thorough and clear. Provide a screenshot if possible. Also let me know if you've made any changes to the game.
Please speak calmly, people are not obliged to help you and will most likely ban you if you act rudely. Common frequently asked questions: Where can I buy the game? A : Japanese release is available on DMM. English Steam is not yet available. In: How to install the game, official updates and DLC? A : See the installation guide. In: Can I run Honey Select 2 in Windows XP? Answer: No, Honey Select will
only work on Windows 7 and above due to the use of the DirectX 11 graphics API. It may also require other features that don't come with 10 years of Windows 7, so you'll need to install manually. In: Can I run HS2 on 32-bit Windows? A: No, HS2 will only work on the 64-bit version of Windows. If you have a 64-bit processor but you're working under a 32-bit version of Windows, it's highly recommended to
switch to 64-bit Windows. In: My game is set, but it doesn't work! A: Try these workarounds in this particular order: Check to see if your system meets the minimum requirements on the home page of this wiki. Move your game files to a short patch. Recommended C folder: IllusionHoneySelect2. Avoid installing in your desktop or software files because they may have special access permissions. If you have
an old AMD processor (before Ryzen), remove lib_burst_generated.dll from HoneySelect2_Data Plugins folders, StudioNEOV2_Data_DataPlugins and HoneySelect2VR_Data'Plugins. Don't do this for AMD Ryzen or Intel processors. If you only have the original game and Windows is not the Japanese version, install the HF patch. In addition, you can only install basic fashions on the Fashion Installation
page. If none of this helps #hs2 help on the Discord server (read the pinned messages before asking questions). In: How to back my belongings or transfer to another iting? A : To back up, copy chara folders, save and Studio from UserData. To upgrade to a new installation, rewrite these folders to the new UserData. The question is: Where to download the latest update, dlc, fashion and translations? A:
You can use the HF patch. If you want to manually install fashions and translations, check out the Fashion Installation page. H: I'm trying to install a HF patch, but I have a bunch of files. Which one do I use? A : None of them. You may have pressed the green button and downloaded the original files, not the actual program. The HF patch is executable and can be found by following Readme, help and
download the link on this page here: . Note: Don't install a HF Path if you use any repackage. In : Does Honey Select 2 require a DVD image for the game? A: No, Honey Select does not require a DVD image of the game to be installed during the game. This is so that it uses the Unity 3D engine instead of Illusion's own Yayoi engine. In : Which engine does the HS2 work on? A : HS2 uses Unity Unity game
engine v2018.4.11 : How to change the resolution of the game or make the game full-screen? A : Open the launcher (Initial Settings.exe or InitSetting.exe), there must be a drop to change the resolution and the ability to work in full-screen mode. You can also switch full screen in the game by clicking Alt'Enter. IMPORTANT: HS2 only supports the 16:9 side ratio, other proportions can break the user
interface. B: I have a huge drop of frame when the player outside! A : Change Semen Display to simplified in settings. Be sure to check the game guide! Click F3. (It's in Japanese, though, if unmodded) In : What are the character maps? A : Character maps are special.png images that contain data from the character that will be downloaded in the game. With this system you can pick up the character from
the Internet and the load on your game. Place the girl's cards in the UserData-chara folder and the men's cards in UserData-chara'male. Note: Ai-Syoujyo Maps also works in Honey Select 2. In : Do Honey 1 choose a card and fashion work on Honey Select 2? A : No, nothing from HS1 is compatible with HS2, but AI-Girl cards and scenes are compatible. In: Where can I get more girls cards? A : If you play
an unaltended (vanilla) Japanese game go ネ トワク. If you play a modified version (in a different language than Japanese or with mods), you can't use the network option, instead there are many sites that share maps such as Illusion Booru, Kenzato, yuki-portal and more! In: Are girls human? A : No, all the girls in the hotel succubus life forms that feed by collecting libido from customers (quote is
necessary). Literally speaking, it's just cosmic algebraic manipulations encoded in the right direction to make your computing system display the right pixels at the right time. The question is: So, I have a girl who hates me, but I want her to stop hating me? A : Use a love position (missionary recommended) and make her diploma without you inside her, it should take about 1-2 tries and her feeling will
change from hatred to love (favor) to you. Note : This method also applies to slave status. If the status of a slave still doesn't change, try cumming together. In: Help! I have to break the girl to get my achievement, how could I? A: I know how you feel, it really can't be helped. Use a coercive position (such as a forced missionary) and BDSM (spank, etc.) on it repeatedly, until the red bar is filled, this can
happen in multiple runs. You can break a girl in one run if you use multiple male positions (which is undesirable for a man who values his girlfriend). If the girl is addicted (the lowest purple bar is full), it is impossible to break the girl. The question is: My girl is broken, Can I heal her back? A : Use a love position (such as a missionary), but having only you inside her, the more you inside her, the more healed
she gets. (You may need testing if it can be done in one run) The question is: How do you change your feelings in a slave? A : Cum in it repeatedly (using male-dominant position marked for example Doggy style) style) having her diploma. : What is the fastest way to make a girl dependent on me? (purple bar) : Make sure her status H (top bar) is maxed out, use a few girl positions with her set as your first
girl. (Checked using W Blowjob (Swallow Cum) Modded games often asked questions Common questions with fashion versions such as HF Patch and BetterRepack. Please check out the Mods section earlier. A : Reboot initsetting.exe. The question is: Why are faces or clothes terribly distorted? A : Install BonesFramework from the mods section. Why do the player's hands pass through the girl? A : Take
off her shoes. Yes, it's weird ... The question : Now this player penis goes through the girl ... Go to the settings of the plug-in, change the default male penis to the cur pole. Go to the settings of the plug-in HS2 Best penetration In: The game image is too blurry! A : Turn off field depth in settings, and then go to better Anti-Aliasing settings to reduce Temporary Stability to 3. In: How to reduce stuttering in the
game? A : Try to run the game in a lower speed upgrade like 30FPS with VSync enabled. If you have a 60Hz monitor go to settings, you can change VSync to Half, otherwise lock up to 30FPS. Use the KKManager tool to turn plug-in or mods on/off. It is very useful to do the hunt for problem mods and plugins. -For plug-in questions go to the Plugins tab. A : Try these workarounds on this particular order:
Reboot the same card again. Update the game in InitSetting. If the problem persists, the character maker will move to zgt; skin-change body skin. If the problem is in the face they go to the face type of the skin tab. A: Are there reports of outdated fashion in the game, how do they update? A : Try to update the fashion, go to initsettng.exe and use the update icon. If you're not working you'll need to look for a
new version of the mod (good luck!) question: How to reduce the slowdown and freezing of Chara Maker? A : Turn off the mod browser file such as Character Loader and BrowserFolders: I turned on GraphicsMod or DHH and my game broke! A : Turn them off! In : What does the message mean can't download a text dump? A : Don't enter TextDump and translations at the same time. Studio frequently
asked questions : What is a studio / CharaStudio? A: Studio/CharaStudio is a separate application from the main game that allows you to create a completely unrelated scene and get a screenshot that you can't achieve in the main games. You can your characters, create gundams, or that is limited only to your imagination (and game engine). The functionality of the screenshot is the same as in the main
game. It was added later in the game through a separate update. To install updates see. : Userdata-Studio: Can I replace the character in the scene with my character? A: Yes, choose the character you want to replace on the work window on the right, and then select the character you want as a replacement for Add'gt;Girl or Boy, and click Character Change: How can I make a character dance/move? A :
You can download the stock animation provided by the game by selecting the character first, go to Anim'gt'gt;Animations and select one of them. How do I create custom poses? A: First select a character, and then you can include one of the two methods available on Anim'gt;Kinematics'gt;Forward Kinematic (FK) or Inverse Kinematics (IK). You will see the adjustable points of the bone and start working
from there. IK is easier to control, but FC can get a more detailed result. You can work on both of them using the Copy to FK/IK menu. You can instantly copy poses from the current animation, downloaded animation Menu Animation Reference. In: Do the scenes contain only elements? Can I add this to my current scene? A : Use the import button menu instead of downloading while downloading scenes. It
will add all the objects of the selected scene to the current work. In: The scenes I've uploaded are static! A : Most of them, the main purpose of the studio is to take a screenshot. Only a few scenes are animated and it will take a lot more advanced skills to create one. In: Is there a way to get the characters out of the scenes? A: Yes, use HS2_CharacterExport plugin with the ctrl'E label. What is a system
console (also activates the system console in some launchers)? A : Activate the console allows you to debug the console, which opens in a separate window. This is useful for troubleshooting your game and it's always a good idea to have it on. Controls: See the numbers in the photos below. Wheel mouse up and down with 1 motion camera to keep 4 when moving the camera controller rotate left and right
with 1 pointer display click 2 confirm point and click 3 menu display click 3 and 2 scrolls hold 3 when moving the Vive pointer: Keep the trigger and click the Oculus menu left: Hold the trigger Y Oculus Right and Valve Index: Hold the trigger and click B Remember the menu. No hidden, joystick does not work. You have to Inject Game to work scrolling scene Connect the quest to VD Right click on the VD
tray menu and select Inject Game (it's gray if VD isn't connected) Select HS2 VR exe file Everything should work with a joystick working like a scroll. For the scene to start and control you have to point from the menu otherwise it will be registered as the scroll menu This mod is under development and its not finished, use at your own risk! Download HS2VR_v0.0.2.7z from here: (v0.0.2.0 at the time of
writing). Remove BepInEx and HoneySelect2_Data in the main game folder (where HoneySelect2.exe) Back up the globalgamemanagers file in HoneySelect2VR_Data. Get this globalgamemanagers file and place in the HoneySelect2VR_Data: globalgamemanagers Create a shortcut for for File and app HoneySelect2.exe to Target line for this shortcut. Start a shortcut whenever SteamVR works. Running.
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